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Proposed Speed limiter rule
published, comment period
open (Matt Cole, CCJ)
Matt Cole (http://ccjdigital.com/author/mcole) :
A proposed rule to mandate the use of speed
limiting devices on heavy-duty trucks has been
published in the Federal register, officially
opening the 60 day comment period on the rule.
The US DOT Released the proposed rule Aug 26
(http://www.ccjdigital.com/dot-proposes
requiring-speed-govenors-on-heavy-duty-trucksdoesn’t-specify-speed-limit/), which would
require trucks weighing more than 26,000 pounds
to use speed limiters, however, the DOT did not
specify a speed at which trucks should be
governed. The regulatory body suggested three
possible speeds: 60 miles-65 mph or 68 mph.
Overall the proposal offers little in the way of
guidance toward what a final version of the rule
could look like, and the DOT is mainly looking
for feedback from the trucking industry and
equipment manufacturers about the technical
aspects of requiring speed limiters on new trucks,
as well as trucks already on the roads. A Final
Rule could take months or years to develop, and
the DOT outlines a three-year implementation
period once the Final Rule is published.
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Notes from Helen….
Drivers, If you have a violation and
it shows either of these two:
 Load not properly secured
Or
 Markings are wrong
PLEASE take a picture of the
load/trailer/ and shipping doc'
with your phone and send to me
immediately! This will help if we
have to fight the violation! Also
remember it is your job as a
professional driver that you do your
inspections both pre trip and post
trip/en route (Empty or loaded) /
or when you drop a trailer.
Check your oil, tires, brakes, clean
windshields (no cracks or tint),
make sure you are in compliance
and ready to roll. OIL IS VERY
IMPORTANT!! PLEASE CHECK
THIS!
WEIGH your loads! IT IS YOUR
RESPONSIBILITY! If there is any
question, scale your load! You are a
professional driver, we are not
pulling the load, you are! SCALE
your load if there is any doubt 

-Helen 
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